Explicit Teaching at South Lake PS
Warm Up
Warm Up
10-12 minutes
Review Previously
Taught Concepts

Consolidate, revise and develop
automaticity in skills and concepts
previously learned.

Explicit Teaching
Introduction
Activate Prior
Knowledge and Build
Concept Knowledge
Present, display, explain and
discuss the learning intentions
(WALT) and success criteria (WILF)
reflecting SCSA outcomes,

Who: Teachers facilitate a routine,
engaging review of key concepts.

How: Systematically plan the
review of previously taught
concepts. Warm Ups run for
approximately 10-12 minutes and
are delivered at a high pace,
requiring a variety of responses
from students. They are
differentiated at a 30:40:30 ratio
and require all students to be
engaged and held accountable for
their learning. Continual checking
for understanding informs content
included and allows appropriate
feedback to be given.

Why: Through engagement and
repetition, knowledge is transferred
from short term to long term
memory, reducing cognitive overload
as new concepts are introduced.

Who: Teachers activate students’ prior
knowledge, language and experiences.

How: Build student’s knowledge’ of
the concept by explicitly teaching the
language and key vocabulary of the
task. Use something students are
familiar with to link to new
knowledge. This includes both social
and academic language.

Why: Students’ understanding of the
learning context and the vocabulary is
essential to access and understand
the explicit teaching that will follow in
the following phases.
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Demonstration
Revisit the learning intention and the
success criteria.

Who: Teachers model skills using
clear and succinct learning intentions.
Both examples and non-examples are
used.

Shared Demonstration
Revisit the learning intention and the
success criteria.

Who: Teachers actively seek out and
scaffold a high frequency of student
partial responses into complete ideas.

How: Sequence knowledge and
skills sequentially and present new
material in small steps, breaking
down complex skills and strategies
into small instructional units.
Model new skills step-by-step and
use think alouds to explicitly model
the strategies and language used.

How: With students informing the
process, model the thinking and
organisation strategies that are
required to demonstrate the
knowledge/skill.
Require a high frequency of
responses.

Why: A shared language and process
needs to be developed and gradually
built up to enable participation,
engagement and success.

Why: The vocabulary and meta
language introduced in the earlier
phases further consolidated and
contextualise during shared
demonstration. This language is
essential for engagement in
remaining phases.

Guided Practice
Revisit the learning intention and the
success criteria.

Assess the learning intention against
the success criteria.

Who: Teachers provide timely, task
orientated feedback and ensures high
rates of success through multiple
guided practice opportunities.

Who: Students independently apply
their learning to new individual or
group tasks .

How: Provide a range of practice
opportunities for students to
attempt. Actively circulate, monitor
and observe student progress.
Engage students in focused talk to
assessing understanding and use
questioning to encourage them to
think deeply about their
performance.
Provide explicit, timely, corrective
feedback to ensure all students
understand and can demonstrate
the success criteria.
Students prove with a worked
example or question that they are
ready for independent practice *80% success Work with
differentiated groups of students to
facilitate collaborative practice,
providing more interactive
instruction, additional modelling
and support where required.
If students are not mastering the
skill, return to ‘I do’ phase and
reteach.
Why: Students develop proficiency
through supported practice and timely
feedback.

Assessment for Learning

Assessment for Learning

Low/No Control

Teacher
Student

Assessment for Learning

Level of Teacher Support

High Support

Assessment for Learning
Low Control
Moderate Support

Independent Practice

Assessment for Learning
Moderate Control
Low Support

How: Students engage in
independent and collaborative
concept related practice to further
consolidate skills, apply them in
new contexts and relate them to
previously learnt skills.
Vary the difficulty of practice
opportunities to promote success
and build confidence.
Differentiate practice by providing
varying levels of scaffolding and the
complexity of tasks to targeted
groups of students.
Teacher circulates the room and
monitors student practice by
observing, asking questions and
engaging students in focused talk.
Feedback in this phase places
responsibility on the student to
improve and correct their work.

Why: Through practice students
develop their automaticity, fluency
and comprehension strategies to
complete a related task.

Assessment of Learning

Students monitor and assess their
own ability to demonstrate mastery.

Who: Teachers provide explicit
feedback to students about their
performance against these the
success criteria.
Students in groups share their
strategies and learning.

How: Review the learning
intentions of the lesson and outline
how these have been covered.
Facilitate student reflection on their
performance against the success
criteria - continue to check for
understanding.
Talk students through the sequence
of the lesson and addresses any
common misconceptions.
May include: exit passes, whole class
marking, individual questioning,
students self talk or a quiz.

Why: Students connect their next
learning steps to current performance.

Assessment as Learning

Level of Student Control
High Control
Low/No Support

